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MOTORHOMES 

DISCOVER OUR SPECIAL MODEL

TOURER VAN



TOURER VANSATION

500 MQ. The spacious kitchen features 
a well‐organised unit with a compressor 
refrigerator facing sideways, a 2‐burner hob, 
a sink and lots of storage space.

500 MQ. The optional sliding bed is easy to 
pull out and offers up to two extra sleeping 
places at the front, transforming the compact 
semi-integrated vehicle for two into a 
motorhome for four.

500 LT. Two benches can comfortably 
accommodate four people. What’s more, 
the seating area can be converted into a 
spacious double bed.
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COMPLETE FREEDOM 
MORE COMPACT THAN EVER
The new TOURER VAN combines compact dimensions with the most enjoyable driving 
experience, giving you a palpable sense of freedom. Unique layout solutions, outstanding 
comfort and the advantages of the VW T6.1 chassis make it the ideal travel companion 
for up to four people.

500 MQ. The modern interior makes use of bright and pleasant materials, 
with open lines of sight and clever layout solutions.

Highlights
  Two unique and innovative layout solutions
  Compact external dimensions and an interior width of 2 metres
  Sliding bed optional

living area

Inviting

This bathroom will amaze you! The height‐adjustable 
shower in the 500 MQ, with a standing height of 1.90 m, 
can be pushed upwards in a few simple steps.

BRAND NEW: 
THE XPAND BATHROOM

500 LT. The swivelling wall can 
be easily moved into whatever 
position you need at the time. 
This means you can create either 
a spacious shower cubicle or a 
roomy washbasin.

500 MQ.  
The washbasin can 
be easily moved to 

the side, means that 
the toilet can be 

used at any time.

500 MQ. The shower room can be pulled upwards 
with the help of the practical handle. The folding 
wall folds backwards into the sleeping area.

500 MQ. When fully extended, the shower is spacious  
and the rest of the room stays dry thanks to the watertight 
shower screen.

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/tourer-vansation



TOURER VANSATION

500 MQ

500 LT

Motorisation as standard: 
VW T6.1 2,800 kg 110kW/150PS, automatic gearbox
You can find further additional options online  
at configurator.knaus.com

Additionally included standard equipment: 
(depending on floor plan) 

 Load increase from 2,800 kg to 3,200 kg
  Suspension and damping with increased front axle load and 
reinforced stabilisers
 Chassis uni paint: ASCOT-GREY
 Front bumper painted in chassis colour
 17″ tyres
 17″ alloy rims devonport
 Air conditioning with manual control in the driver’s cabin
 “Premium” multifunction display with multicolour display
 Multifunction steering wheel (3 spokes)
  High-quality fitted seat covers for driver’s/passenger’s seat in KNAUS  
fabric stlye
 Seat heating for driver’s and passenger’s seats
 Front and side window blackout
 Emergency Brake Assist
 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with speed limitation device
 Drowsiness Detection
 High-beam Assist “Light Assist”
  Windscreen wipers with interval circuit and rain sensor and automatic 
headlight switching
 Tyre pressure monitoring device
 Fog lights incl. cornering light
 Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
 LED main headlight
 LED daytime running light
 Heated windscreen washer vents and washer water level indicator
  Navigation system “Discover Media” including “Streaming & Internet”  
with 4 speakers
 “We Connect” and “We Connect Plus” preparation
 Rear view camera incl. wiring
 Inductive charging cradle
 Insect screen door
 Garage door 55 x 110 cm, left
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 70 x 50 cm with insect screen and blackout, clear with 
lighting (bow)
 Hinged window in roof hood, with insect screen and blackout (bow)
 COZY HOME Package, colour selection PEACH
 Insulating hood waste water tank, heatable
 “bluuwater” water filter system
 USB socket in the rear (1 pc.)
 Atmospheric ambient lighting
 230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in kitchen
 Complete antenna system Oyster 60 Premium, Twin incl. 27″ SMART-TV
 TV holder
 MOT and registration document
 MediKit voucher*
 SilwyREADY
 Body in special version ASCOT-GREY
 Special foil graphics “VANSATION”
 KNAUS emblems rear, black/chrome
 Upholstery selection – Special upholstery: WINTER WHITE “VANSATION”
 Awning 305 x 250 cm, anthracite

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com

The VANSATION special model of the TOURER VAN 
is jam-packed with features and will save you a 
sensational amount of money.

ATTRACTIVE 
SPECIAL MODEL

  4 seats with belts
  2–4 sleeping places
  Xpand bathroom

  2 seats with belts
  2–4 sleeping places
  Face-to-face seating 
area

Information on the product delivered, dimensions, mass and appearance, correspond to our understanding 
at the time of printing (08/2022). We reserve the right to make changes to fittings, technical data, series 
equipment and prices. Please make every effort to be fully informed about these matters by your authorised 
KNAUS dealer before making your purchase. Errors and misprints excepted. After a contract has been 
concluded, we reserve the right to make technical changes within the framework of the construction 
insofar as they serve technical progress and are acceptable for the customer. The information provided 
for a vehicle under the heading “Technical Data/Equipment Details” initially refers to the basic type of 
model approved under the EC type-approval procedure. Within the scope of country variants and special 
models, these values may differ if necessary. Please inform yourself about such deviations personally at 
your KNAUS specialist dealer. The prices indicated are recommended retail prices of the manufacturer. 
The prices indicated include the statutory value added tax (and, if applicable, other legally prescribed 
calculation factors or taxes, which may also be shown separately). The prices are (depending on the country) 
exclusive of the costs for registration documents, delivery and transport, unless expressly stated otherwise. 
Please consult your KNAUS dealer for further details. Illustrations similar. Please also note the comments 
in the current price list, in particular on weights, load capacities and tolerances. Some of the illustrations 
show equipment features that are not included in the standard equipment and that can be ordered for an 
additional charge (optional equipment) as well as some equipment features of prototypes/studies that do 
not correspond to the standard equipment and therefore cannot be ordered as optional equipment. Slight 
colour deviations of the illustrations in the brochure from the actual vehicle cannot be completely excluded 
for printing reasons. The optional extras selected will increase the mass of the production vehicle.  
Further options as well as the equipment of the series models can be found in the KNAUS Motorhomes & 
Camper Vans price list 2023. Reprinting, even in extracts, is only permitted with the prior written permission 
of Knaus Tabbert AG.

Item no. R08118323-EN-INT

*  A voucher for redeeming the medication set is enclosed with the vehicle. The medication set contains 
pharmacyonly medication. The voucher can therefore only be redeemed at the responsible MediKit   
mail-order pharmacy at www.medikit.shop. You can also obtain further information about your MediKit  
at www.medikit.shop.
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